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ሰላምGየውስጥGእረፍትGነው።G
መድኃኒታችንGበትንሣኤውGዕለትG
እንዲሁምGበተገለጠበትGዕለትGበዳግምG
ትንሣኤGሰላማቸውGለተወሰደባቸውG
ቤታቸውንGየተቸነከሩGእጆቹንGየተወጋG
ጎኑንGአሳያቸው።GይህGየሆነውG
የትንሣኤውGዕለትGሲሆንGቶማስGበዕለቱG

ስላልነበረGደቀGመዛሙርቱG<ጌታንG
አይተነዋል፤GከሙታንGተነስቷል>GቢሉትG
<የችንካሩንGምልክትGበእጆቹGካላየሁG
ጣቴንGበችንካሩGምልክትGካላገባሁG

እጄንምGበጎኑGካላስገባሁGአላምንም>G
ብሏቸውGነበር።GበዚህGዕለትGጌታGበዝግG

ቤትGገብቶGቶማስንG<የምታምንGእንጂG
ተጠራጣሪGአትሁን፤GጣትህንGወደዚህG
አምጣናGእጆቼንGእይGያመንክGሁንG

እንጂGያላመንክGአትሁን>Gአለው።G
ቶማስምG<ጌታዬንGአምላኬ>GብሎG
ሃይማኖቱንGገለጠ።GጌታምG<ስላየኸኝG
አምነሃል፤GሳያዩኝGየሚያምኑGብፁአንG

ናቸው>Gአለው።GየቶማስንGአእምሮምG
ሰላምGሰጠው፤GክርስቶስንGአምኖGመኖርG
በራሱGየሰላምGሰውGመሆንGነው።G

ምክንያቱምGእርሱG<የሰላምGአለቃG
ነውና>G(ኢሣG፱፥G፮-፯)G
ሐዋርያውም፦G<የሰላምGአምላክ>G
ይለዋልG(ሮሜG፲፭፥G፴፫,GሮሜG
፲፮፥፳)።G
G
ሰላማችንGክርስቶስGበተወለደGጊዜG

የተዘመረውምGመዝሙርG<ሰላምG
በምድር>GየሚልGነበርG(ሉቃG፪፫-፲፬)GG
 

 
G
የፍጥረትGሁሉGሰላምGክርስቶስGእርሱንGበማመንG

ልቦናችንGይጸናGዘንድGሲያስተምረንG<ልቦናችሁG
አይታወክGበእግዚአብሔርGእመኑGበእኔGደግሞG

እመኑ>GአለG(ዮሐG፲፬፥፩)።G
በእርሱምGየምናገኘውGሰላምGዓለምGሰላምG

ከምትለውGየተለየGሰላምGመሆኑንG<ሰላምንG
እተውላችኋለሁGሰላሜንGእሰጣችኋለሁGእኔG

የምሰጣችሁGዓለምGእንደሚሰጣችሁGአይደለም>G
(ዮሐG፲፬፥G7)GብሎGአስተማረGደቀG
መዛሙርቱንምGለወንጌልGሲልካቸውGG

 

<ወደምትገቡበትGቤትGሁሉGአስቀድማችሁG
ሰላምGለዚህGቤትGይሁንGበሉ>GአላቸውG
(ሉቃG፲፥G፭-፮)።GሐዋርያውGየክርስቶስG
መስቀልGየሰላምGምንጭGስለመሆኑG

<በመስቀሉGሰላምንGአደረገ>GአለG(ቈላG
፫፥G፲፭)።G

<ወደምትገቡበትGቤትGሁሉGአስቀድማችሁG
ሰላምGለዚህGቤትGይሁንGበሉ>GአላቸውG
(ሉቃG፲፥G፭-፮)።GሐዋርያውGየክርስቶስG
መስቀልGየሰላምGምንጭGስለመሆኑG

<በመስቀሉGሰላምንGአደረገ>GአለG(ቈላG
፫፥G፲፭)።GሐዋርያውGአሁንምG<የክርስቶስG
ሰላምGበልባችሁGይብዛ>Gይላል፤GበዚህG
ሰላምምGእንኖርበትGዘንድG<ቢቻላችሁG
በእናንተGበኩልGከሰውGሁሉGጋርGበሰላምG

ኑሩ>GአለG(ሮሜG፲፪፥G፲፰)G
በተጨማሪምG<እርስGበርሳችሁGበሰላምG
ሁኑ>GይላልG(፩ኛGተሰG፭፥G፲፫-፲፬)።G
G
አንባቢGሆይGሰላምህGማንGነው?GG
የመንፈስGቅዱስGፍሬGየሆነውንGሰላምንG
በሕይወትህGይዘኸዋልን?(ገላG፭፥፳፪)G
ይህGሰላምGበክርስቶስGይገኛልG(ሮሜG፭፥G
፩)፤GየሕይወትGሰላምGየሌላቸውGብዙዎችG
ናቸው።GአንተስGሰላምGአለህን?GሰላምG
ከሌለህGበክርስቶስGሞትናGትንሣኤG
የተገኘውንGየክርስቶስንGሰላምGበክርስቶስG
ያዝ።G

<ኦGንጉሠGሰላምGኢየሱስGክርስቶስGሰላመከG
ሀበነ>G<የሰላምGንጉሥGሰላማዊGኢየሱስG
ክርስቶስGሆይ፥GሰላምህንGስጠን>Gአሜን።G
G

ወስብሐትGለእግዚአብሔርGአሜን።G 
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Christ is RisenChrist is RisenChrist is RisenChrist is Risen 
"Christ was raised from the 

dead by the glory of the Father, 

so that we too might walk in 

newness of life" Romans 6:4 
Fellow Redeemed in the Risen 

Saviour, 

The triumphant exclamation, 

"Christ is Risen from the dead!""Christ is Risen from the dead!""Christ is Risen from the dead!""Christ is Risen from the dead!" the 

Victory cry against Death and Hell, is 

joyfully repeated today by myriads of 

Orthodox Christians around the 

world.  

(Continued on Page 2) 
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Christ is risen .... (cont. from page 1) 

"The Church, shedding her mournful 

attire, clothes herself in bright and 

radiant garments, which shines as if 

reflecting the brightness of the Angel 

who rolled away the stone from the 

tomb," wrote an Orthodox layman 

who was asked to describe the Easter 

Liturgy to a non Orthodox. 

The Ethiopian Orthodox 

Tewahedo Church of Christ 

celebrates, as the mouths of the 

faithful, filled with joy, cry aloud, 

"The Lord is Risen! Our Resurrection "The Lord is Risen! Our Resurrection "The Lord is Risen! Our Resurrection "The Lord is Risen! Our Resurrection 

has come, Hosanna!”has come, Hosanna!”has come, Hosanna!”has come, Hosanna!” For we know 

that "Christ, being raised from the Christ, being raised from the Christ, being raised from the Christ, being raised from the 
dead, will never die again; death no dead, will never die again; death no dead, will never die again; death no dead, will never die again; death no 

longer has dominion over Him"longer has dominion over Him"longer has dominion over Him"longer has dominion over Him" 

(Romans 6:9). And what is more, we 

believe and we know that, since we 

have been buried with Christ by Holy 

Baptism, we will live with Him in 

eternity. This is the meaning of 

salvation; this is the cause of our joy 

and the reason for our Paschal 

festivities. The new life in Christ is 

already a reality. The life of the 

faithful after the Resurrection of 

Christ is not the same as life before it. 

The Holy Spirit has already 

descended and has made the Church 

its dwelling. Our life already is 

enriched by the Divine Grace, and is 

being brought to perfection by the 

uncreated energies of the Godhead, 

which benefit and renew us in many 

and varied ways. 

This great gift of Almighty 

God to us, however, calls for a 

response on our part, an expression of 

our gratitude and love toward Him; 

namely, the reception of this gift, the 

acceptance of the resurrected life 

offered to us, by means of living a life 

worthy of our calling, by walking in 

newness of life.  

For the Resurrection of Christ 

Jesus will become a reality for each of 

us personally only if we identify with 

the Lord Jesus and are buried with 

Him in a death, like His, to sin; thus 

we may live with Him in God, being 

reborn in the Holy Spirit and 

continuously cleansed by Him, 

having Him dwelling within us. 

This newness of life, the new 

life into which the Resurrection of 

Christ Jesus leads us, is a life lived in 

accordance with Divine Grace, a life 

led, with our consent and 

cooperation, by the Holy Spirit. The 

world has opened up for us. Its 

borders are no longer those of 

material reality. Our interests are not 

confined to created nature. We aspire 

to a life beyond bodily restrictions. 

We prepare ourselves for eternity. 

When seen from the 

perspective of the Resurrection, the 

events of this world take on new 

dimensions. The sorrows with which 

we are confronted are shown to be 

transitory in nature. The burden of 

human mishaps becomes lighter 

when seen through the eyes of hope. 

The God-given joys of this life are 

sanctified and experienced as a 

foretaste of that eternal joy which no 

one can take away from us. Our 

whole life is transformed into 

something new, a life different from 

that lived by people far from God. 

The joy and certainty of the 

Resurrection prevail within us, and 

arm us with courage, with optimism, 

with concern and love for our fellow 

human beings and for all creation.  

The Resurrection of the Lord 

Jesus is a reality that does not leave 

our life unaffected. It is the 

foundation of hope, of creativity, of 

love, of our concern for all and for 

everything, and of our joy in Christ 

Jesus, which cannot be taken from us. 

With paternal love I pray that 

all experience the joy of the 

Resurrection in its fullness and live 

"in newness of life,""in newness of life,""in newness of life,""in newness of life," guided and 
consecrated by the Divine Grace, 

which heals the sick and makes up for 

what is lacking. 

To Christ our True God, Who 

rose from the dead and granted us 

new life, are due Glory, Honor, Praise 

to the ages of ages. Amen. 

 

Abba Yohannes   
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The Anaphora of St. Gregory. 
 
In the beginning was the Word, and 

that Word was the Word of God, and 

that Word was made flesh and dwelt 

among us, and His flesh hid Him from 

us. 

 

He put on mortal flesh and made it 

immortal, and through this flesh, God 

who can never be scourged, was 

scourged. 

 

Ye who are willing to partake of the 

suffering of your neighbours and to 

take upon yourselves the sufferings of 

your beloved ones, come to see this 

scourge. It is astonishing to him who 

looks at it with his eyes, and amazing 

to him who listens to it with his ears. 

Come ye to see the smiting on the 

cheeks by a servant and the beating on 

the head with sticks in the court of the 

chief priests. 

 

Come ye to see the crown of thorns 

with which they crowned the giver of 

life to all. 

 

Come to kneel to Him only all ye the 

hosts of angels who fly above the air 

and who are sent towards the sun , the 

moon and the stars and who ascend 

towards the seas and lakes. 

The sea trembled and the waters of the 

stream fled when they saw God beaten 

on his cheeks; the sun was darkened, 

the moon became blood and the stars 

became void of their great light. 

 

Death was afraid, the Devil fell, and 

Hades went together with its own to 

receive the terrible God. 

 

 
 

Come ye to see the wonderful thing 

which was done in the house of prayer 

when the high priest entered within the 

veil of which all said that it was the 

dwelling place of the Deity and the 

concealing of all thoughts. The Lord of 

lords and spirits entered therein riding 

upon the lowly colt of an ass. 

 

He revealed His divinity to all the 

infants who said, Blessed is he who 

cometh in the name of the Lord, and 

blessed art thou, Lord, God of gods, 

and King of Israel. 

 

He showed His disciples the manner of 

going around with the Hosanna; and the 

Blessed said unto them, Say, crying 

with a loud voice, Hosanna in the 

highest. Hosanna in the highest, 

hosanna in the highest, hosanna in the 

highest. 
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